INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Detecting the presence and relative abundance of different types of proteins is of key importance for diagnostics, biological science, and bioengineering and synthesis. While there are multiple methods for precisely measuring the concentration of proteins in a sample, such as immunosorbent assays (ELISA) ([@B1],[@B2]), mass spectrometry ([@B3],[@B4]) or western blot ([@B5]), these assays cannot be used for '*in situ*' protein detection during a chemical process, reaction or within a biological system. In addition, most of these assays require sample processing in which the detected protein cannot be recovered, and thus these assays are not capable of performing real-time readouts. In many cases, it would be helpful to measure the concentration of a protein *in situ* over the course of a reaction, such as to monitor pharmacokinetics ([@B6],[@B7]). Ideally, these readouts could also be used to direct the course of the reaction going forward, such as via the release of a specific molecule. In the case of pharmacokinetic monitoring, such a system might conceivably regulate drug release or uptake. Sensors or transducer of this form might also be used for the development of devices to process multiple inputs dynamically to produce diverse output responses.

*In vivo*, molecular sensors, such as protein receptors, detect protein signals and process and amplify them using molecular cascades ([@B8]). Molecular circuits consisting of transduction elements might perform similar tasks to allow for *in situ* sensing ([@B11]). These insights have led to the development of *in situ* sensing mechanisms that use genetic circuits to process multiple input signals to qualitatively report on protein concentrations inside cells ([@B12]).

Recent advances in synthetic biology have yielded low-cost short DNA oligonucleotides as a powerful, versatile programmable material to construct sophisticated molecular circuits that relay on hybridization-based strand-displacement reactions ([@B15]), suggesting that such circuits might be useful to create simple reporting mechanisms that could be used *ex vivo*. Using this strategy, *in situ* protein detection methods have been developed that can translate the presence of a protein into a DNA oligonucleotide strand while using strand-displacement reactions for signal transduction ([@B19],[@B20]). In particular, by combining the specificity of DNA aptamers and programmability of DNA strand-displacement reactions, programmable and modular sensing assays have developed that are capable of detecting multiple proteins simultaneously with ultra-low sensitivity ([@B21]). However, none of these methods resulted in a modular scheme that can be readily available to rapidly translate dynamic changes in the concentration of a protein into a programmable molecule. The rise and fall of protein concentrations is a key element of cellular signaling using proteins and could also be a key signal for monitoring synthesis or other chemical processes *in situ* using sensors.

Here, we describe a simple sensing mechanism for *in situ* sensing of a protein concentration's rise and fall. This is achieved by using a molecular circuit where the output concentration of a specific DNA sequence rises and falls in a predictable way in response to changes in input protein concentration such that the output is a quantitative indicator of the input protein's concentration. The circuit is composed of an aptamer coupled to a toehold-mediated DNA strand-displacement cascade. Critically there is no restriction on the sequence of the output strand or requirement that it bind to or interact with the protein input, allowing this mechanism to be modularly coupled to a downstream process. We demonstrate that this mechanism can be used to sense different proteins to change the concentrations of DNA strands with different sequences separately and in tandem, and that the circuit can quantitatively react within minutes to both increases and decreases in protein concentrations. Such a characteristic can allow the exchange process to translate input concentrations of many kinds of proteins into oligonucleotide concentrations. These oligonucleotides can then serve as inputs for a growing variety of analytical systems for molecular logic ([@B25]), signal modulation ([@B26]), or within synthetic gene networks ([@B27]) where the concentration of the oligonucleotide initiates or controls the process.

DESIGN {#SEC2}
======

Our goal was to construct a reversible process of biomolecular reaction network where variation in the input protein concentration dynamically changes the concentration of a DNA oligonucleotide. In particular, the sequence of the DNA oligonucleotide should not depend on the identity of the input protein. Further, these reaction networks should be modular such that multiple sensors can translate the concentrations of different input proteins into the concentrations of different oligonucleotides in a single pot reaction. Finally, a predictable input--output response is desired such that for a given output, one can determine how much input was present.

One key requirement for developing such an exchange process for a specific protein is the existence of a DNA aptamer that reversibly and selectively binds to the specific protein with high affinity. Reversible binding between the aptamer and its target is required to detect both rises and falls in protein concentration. Moreover, high affinity binding between the aptamer and the sensing protein is a key determinant of the range of concentrations of protein that can be sensed. The free concentration of the aptamer can then be translated into a DNA oligonucleotide output using a cascade of DNA strand-displacement reactions ([@B28]). Such an architecture would allow us to develop a process in which an output signal can then be produced by incorporating a downstream process in response to different proteins (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), or different output signals for the same input protein (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Block diagram representation of protein-oligonucleotide signal exchange processes. Each exchange process consists of a recognition stage where an aptamer targets a specific protein and a transduction stage where reversible toehold-mediated strand-displacement reactions quickly process the free aptamer concentration into the concentration of an output DNA strand. Here, input to Reaction 2 is the free aptamer strand; the presence of the protein reduces the concentrations of free aptamer, which in turn changes the concentration of the output DNA strand. (**A**) Different protein inputs controlling the concentration of the same DNA strand output using two exchange processes with different inputs and the same output. (**B**) Multiple exchange processes controlling the free concentrations of two oligonucleotide outputs that have completely different sequences in response to the same input protein.](gkaa405fig1){#F1}

The exchange process we develop is divided into two stages based on their operations. The first stage is a recognition stage that uses reversible aptamer-protein binding (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The second stage is a transduction stage, where a change in the concentration of free aptamer is processed into a change in the free concentration of a DNA output strand. The second stage uses a series of toehold-mediated strand-displacement reactions that provide enough freedom such that the sequence of the DNA oligonucleotide output has no sequence in common with the sequence of the original aptamer (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic of a protein-oligonucleotide signal exchange process for dynamically reporting protein concentration as the concentration of an output oligonucleotide with the designed sequence. The concentration of the output strand (*O1*) depends on the concentration of the input protein (*P1*) and the initial concentrations of the sensor components (*W1*, *X1Y1*, *O1Z1*). The aptamer (*W1*) binds to the input protein (thrombin for *Sensor W1-O1*) to form an aptamer--protein (*W1P1*) complex. Aptamer strands that are not bound to the protein can react with the *X1Y1* complex, shifting the equilibrium of a reversible reaction so as to change the concentration of free *O1*. \[*O1*\]~free~ ranges from \[*O1*\]~total~ (when \[*P1*\] = 0) to 0 (when \[*P1*\] \> ∞). The sequence of the output strand *O1* is independent of the sequence of the original aptamer ([Supplementary Data S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and therefore *O1* sequence can be chosen largely freely in order to couple it to a previously designed downstream process. The forward and reverse reactions within the strand-displacement cascade are each relatively fast because they are mediated by 4--5 base pair (bp) *tb*, or 5 nucleotide *tc* or 6 nucleotide *td* toehold binding domains ([@B28]). Typically, for reversible toehold-mediated strand-displacement reactions, these rates vary from 1 M^−1^s^−1^ (zero nt toehold) to 6 × 10^6^ M^−1^s^−1^ (7 nt toehold or longer) ([@B28]). For *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1*, the domains *d*, *c*, *b* and *tb* are, respectively, 15, 2, 8 and 5 nt long. Sequences for all the exchange processes are listed in [Supplementary Tables S3, S7, S8 and S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Here and elsewhere \[\] represents the molar concentration of the species.](gkaa405fig2){#F2}

In order for the output to reflect changes in concentration of the input protein accurately, in the recognition stage, the reaction between aptamer and protein should reach equilibrium much faster than any other reactions in the transduction stage. When this is true, the concentration of aptamer not bound to the protein (free aptamer) is a well-defined function of the total aptamer concentration, the protein concentration and the dissociation constant (*K*~d~) of the aptamer--protein reaction. Using this *K*~d~ value, we can therefore choose the aptamer concentration such that specific small changes in the concentration of the input protein within particular ranges can produce specific changes in the concentration of aptamer not bound to a protein.

The transduction stage allows the free concentration of aptamer to control the free concentration of a DNA output strand with a sequence (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In a coupled system, the concentration of this free output strand should vary precisely with the precise concentration of the input proteins, without any requirement that the output strand shares a sequence in common with the original aptamer. This means that the sequence of the output strand can be selected almost independent of the sensing protein. This coupled system therefore forms a modular exchange process that can be readily adapted to detect different proteins and transduce the detection signal into the concentration of a strand that can control a distinct downstream process.

Designing the exchange process {#SEC2-1}
------------------------------

In our design, to produce a modular output, a DNA aptamer not bound to its target protein should react with a partially single-stranded region of a double-stranded DNA complex in the first step of the transduction stage (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The output of this reaction, which is a single-stranded DNA, then reacts with a different double-stranded DNA complex in the second step to produce a single-stranded DNA output with the sequence that can be chosen largely independent of the sequence of the original DNA aptamer.

To achieve this operation, we divided the aptamer sequence into short domains. We added a *d* domain at the 5′-end of the original aptamer and divided the original sequence of the aptamer into *c*, *b* and *tb* domains. Domain *tb* is a short toehold domain that serves as a nucleation site for a toehold-mediated branch migration reaction with the species involved in the transduction portion of the process ([@B28]). Domain *d* mediates the interaction of the free aptamer with the complexes that perform the sequence transduction and is part of the sequence of the output strand in the two-step reaction cascade (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Note that an interaction between the *d* domain and the original aptamer sequence can lead to an undesirable folding and/or reduce the affinity of the aptamer toward the protein ([@B29]). To avoid this, in this study, domain *d* appended to each aptamer was composed solely of A's and T's, and we used sequences for which secondary structure modeling using NUPACK ([@B30]) predicted no interaction between the *d* domain and its respective original aptamer ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Accurate real-time dynamic sensing requires that all the reactions in the exchange process must be reversible and fast. These characteristics would allow the output of the exchange process to converge quickly to an equilibrium in response to rise and fall in the input concentration. To incorporate these attributes into the exchange process, we used reversible toehold-mediated strand-displacement reactions with at least 4--6 nt long toeholds that correspond to rates of 10^4^--10^6^ M^−1^s^−1^ ([@B28]).

Moreover, as the transduction stage requires sequence independence between the original aptamer sequence and the sequence of the output strand, a two-step strand-displacement reaction was used (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In the first step, the aptamer binds to a complex *X1Y1* by its toehold domain *tb* and releases strand *X1*. This strand contains only domain *c* that overlaps with the sequence of the original aptamer. Strand *X1* can then react with the *O1Z1* complex, freeing the output strand *O1* and producing *X1Z1* complex. Note that strand *O1* has no overlap sequence with the original aptamer sequence and the only common sequence with the modified aptamer and *O1* strand is the *d* domain. We followed the same design principles to design each exchange process presented in this work.

Kinetic modeling of the exchange process {#SEC2-2}
----------------------------------------

Our goal in developing modular protein-oligonucleotide signal exchange processes was not to precisely control the concentration of the output in response to variations in the input concentration. Thus, our goal was to produce a process with a well-defined, consistent dose--response curve. For that, we developed a mathematical modeling framework that allowed us to predict the response curve between input and output. This model uses the rate constants of the reactions and the initial concentrations of the molecules involved in the exchange process as the model uses mass-action kinetics of coupled chemical reactions for the reactions:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Each exchange process has *W*, *P*, *WP*, *XY*, *WY*, *X*, *OZ*, *XZ* and *O* species and a number is associated with each species, which corresponds to the species for that exchange process (ranging from 1 to 4 or for *OZ* 1--2). The symbol \[\] represents the molar concentration of the species. *k*~f~ and *k*~r~ represent forward and reverse rate constants respectively, while *K* represents the dissociation constant. Reaction 1 corresponds to the recognition stage of the exchange process where the modified DNA aptamer (*W*) binds to a protein (*P*). Reactions 2 and 3 make up the transduction stage that uses strand-displacement reaction cascade to reflect the changes of free aptamer concentration into the concentration of the output DNA strand (*O*). To be able to model these reactions accurately, the reaction rates (*k*~f,2~, *k*~r,2~, *k*~f,3~, *k*~r,3~) of Reactions 2 and 3 were estimated using the bimolecular reaction rate constant model ([@B28]), which uses the binding energies of each complex from the single-stranded species that are involved in a reaction. To calculate these binding energies, we used NUPACK software ([@B30]) and then the rate constant model to estimate the rate constants for each exchange process (see [Supplementary Data S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; Tables S1 and S2). Because this exchange process uses sequential reactions wherein the output of one reaction serves as the input to another reaction, a simple steady-state analysis might not be an accurate way to predict the output signal with changes in the input aptamer or the protein concentrations. Therefore, an ordinary differential equations (ODEs) based mathematical model was used to predict the kinetics and the steady-state of exchange processes (see [Supplementary Data S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC3}
=====================

Storage {#SEC3-1}
-------

All the DNA strands used in this study were ordered from Integrated DNA Technology, Inc. (U.S.A.) in lyophilized form and were PAGE purified except *Z1, Z2, O1 and O2* strands that were HPLC purified. Strands *O1, O2* and *Z1, Z2* were labeled with Iowa black FQ quencher and FAM fluorophore dye, respectively, at their 3′ and 5′-ends. For testing the combined operation of *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* and *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2*, the *Z2* strand was labeled with a HEX fluorophore dye. To determine the equilibrium constant of Reaction 2 for *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1*, the *X1* and *Y1* strands were labeled with FAM fluorophore dye and Iowa black FQ quencher at their 5′ and 3′-ends, respectively. The lyophilized DNA oligonucleotides were diluted in salt-free water and their concentrations were determined by measuring the absorbance at the wavelength of 260 nm on a standard spectrophotometer using the 260 nm extinction coefficient provided by IDT for the respective DNA strands. Human α-thrombin was purchased from Haematologic Technologies, Inc. (Essex, VT) and dissolved in 50% H~2~O/glycerol. Recombinant Human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 165 was purchased from R&D Systems Inc. (U.S.A.) in lyophilized form and was reconstituted at 500 μg/ml in sterile 4 mM HCl containing 0.1% bovine serum albumin. Human α-thrombin and human VEGF 165 are referred to henceforth as thrombin and VEGF respectively. Bovine serum albumin lyophilized powder was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All the molecules were stored at −20°C until use.

Electrophoresis mobility shift assay to study TBA15--thrombin and modified TBA15--thrombin interaction {#SEC3-2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* uses modified thrombin-binding aptamer (TBA) to detect thrombin and in response changes the concentration of the output strand *O1* (see [Supplementary Data S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To unfold this aptamer into the lowest energy state ([@B31]), 20 μM of modified TBA15 (*W1*) was prepared in 1 × reaction buffer (20 mM Tris, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM Mg^2+^, 5 mM KCl and 1 mM CaCl with pH 7.4) ([@B8],[@B21]) of a total volume 50 μl and annealed it by holding the mixture at 90°C for 5 min and then gradually cooling down to 25°C at 1°C/min rate using Eppendorf Mastercycler. This is followed by adding 5 μM of this mixture to separate solutions containing 0, 1, 2.5 and 5 μM thrombin in 1 × reaction buffer components in a total volume of 10 μl. Separate mixtures of original aptamer (TBA15) and thrombin at the same respective concentrations were also made. The samples were incubated for 30 min at 25°C to allow the binding reaction to approach equilibrium, and then were loaded into a 10% polyacrylamide gel (3.25 ml of 40% polyacrylamide solution, 1.3 ml of 10 × reaction buffer, 8.45 ml of MilliQ H~2~O, 60 μl of 10% APS and 6 μl of TEMED). Electrophoresis was performed at 4°C for 75 min (100 V) in 1 × running buffer (TBE with 5 mM MgCl~2~ and 50 mM KCl). The gels were stained with SYBR Gold (ThermoFisher Scientific) for 30 min and subsequently were imaged using a gel imager. To visualize the bands of thrombin, gels were stained with EZBlue (Sigma-Aldrich) for 15 min and the gel was imaged under white light. Analogous protocols were followed to characterize the reaction of other molecules (*b* domain of *W1Y1* or *c* domain of *X1*) with thrombin: pre-annealed *W1Y1* complex (5 μM) or *X1* strands (5 μM) were incubated without and with thrombin (5 μM) for 30 min at 25°C and loaded into a 10% polyacrylamide gel. Subsequently, the resulting gel was stained first using SYBR Gold and then with EZBlue.

Sample preparation for fluorescence spectroscopy experiments {#SEC3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------

All reactions were performed in 1 × reaction buffer consisting of 20 mM Tris, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM Mg^2+^, 5 mM KCl and 1 mM CaCl~2~ (with pH 7.4) unless otherwise specified. The different components of the exchange process (*W*, *XY*, *OZ* species) were each pre-annealed at 20 μM concentration in 1 × reaction buffer prior to use by heating the mixes to 90°C for 5 min and then cooling down to 25°C at a rate of 1°C/min, and were kept at 25°C until use (within a few hours).

Assay for measuring protein-free response {#SEC3-4}
-----------------------------------------

To measure the aptamer (*W*)--output (*O*) response curve for each exchange process, mixtures containing 100 nM each of pre-annealed *XY* and *OZ* complexes (see the aforementioned note) were prepared in the reaction\'s buffer. We then added pre-annealed respective aptamer (*W*) to this mixture such that for each aptamer concentration (20, 40, 60 80 and 100 nM), the final solutions were 100 μl in volume and the concentrations of *W*, *XY* and *OZ* were as described in the text. The steady-state fluorescence intensities were measured before and after adding the modified aptamer using the FAM filter of Stratagene Mx3000P real-time thermocycler at 25°C. The changes in the fluorescence intensity that represent the changes in the concentration of the output strand were then converted into concentration using calibration measurements that relate the absolute concentration with the measured fluorescence intensity (see [Supplementary Data S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Standard protein sensing assay {#SEC3-5}
------------------------------

To test the response of each exchange process to different concentrations of the input protein (0, 20, 40, 60 and 80 nM), the respective input protein (thrombin for *Sensor W1-O1*, *W2-O1*, *W4-O2* and VEGF for *Sensor W3-O1*) was incubated with 100 nM of pre-annealed aptamer at 25°C for 30 min in a total volume of 50 μl containing 1 × reaction buffer for each protein concentration. Subsequently, aptamer--protein mixtures were added into 50 μl solutions each containing 100 nM of pre-annealed *XY* and *OZ* complexes for that sensor in the reaction buffer for a total volume of 100 μl such that the concentrations of sensor components (*W*, *XY*, *OZ*) were as described in the text. We then recorded the changes in the fluorescence intensity before and after adding the aptamer--protein mixture using FAM filter of Stratagene Mx3000P real-time thermocycler at 25°C. The cases wherein the input protein was added in 10 and 50 nM incremental changes; the initial concentrations of each sensor components were 50 nM (\[*W*\] = \[*XY*\] = \[*OZ*\] = 50 nM) and 500 nM (\[*W*\] = \[*XY*\] = \[*OZ*\] = 500 nM), respectively.

Dynamic protein sensing assay {#SEC3-6}
-----------------------------

To test the response of *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* when the thrombin concentration was increased over the course of the reaction in one test tube, a mixture containing 500 nM each of the *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* complexes in the reaction buffer was prepared and the change in the fluorescence intensity was recorded before and after adding 500 nM of *W1* to a total volume of 100 μl. This recording is followed by adding 1 μl of thrombin solution to the mixture such that it contained 100 nM of thrombin. The fluorescence values were recorded over time until they reached steady-state. To increase the thrombin concentration, the same quantity of thrombin was added several times until the final thrombin concentration of the solution reached 400 nM and after each addition, the fluorescence values were recorded. To test the response of the *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* to decreases in the thrombin concentration over the course of the reaction in a single test tube, we started with 500 nM of *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* complexes each. These complexes were mixed in reaction buffer and the fluorescence intensity was measured. After this initial measurement, 500 nM of *W1* and 400 nM of thrombin from the stock solutions were added with a total volume of 50 μl. The fluorescence was then recorded until it reached steady-state. To test how the system would respond to decreases in thrombin concentration without altering the concentration of the sensor components (*W1*, *X1Y1*, *O1Z1*), we diluted the reaction mixture by adding 15 μl of a mixture containing 500 nM of each *W1*, *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* to the solution. With each dilution step that corresponds to a decrease in the thrombin concentration, we recorded the steady-state fluorescence value. The process of adding *W1*, *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* and measuring the fluorescence values until a steady-state was achieved was repeated until the final concentration of thrombin reached 182 nM. In both cases, the reported values of the fluorescence were normalized with the fluorescence signal measured when only *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* complexes were present in the mixtures.

Comparing dynamic protein sensing assay with standard protein sensing assay {#SEC3-7}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

To validate the results obtained from the dynamic protein sensing assay wherein different thrombin concentrations were added in one test tube, we created reaction mixtures in different test tubes while ensuring that each test tube has the same total volume and concentrations of the molecules as was in the dynamic protein sensing assay for each thrombin concentration. To validated the cases where we increased the thrombin concentration in one test tube (see aforementioned note), we added 0, 100, 200, 300 and 400 nM of thrombin and 500 nM of *W1* (for each case) in different aliquots containing \[*X1Y1*\] = \[*O1Z1*\] = 500 nM in a total volume of 100, 101, 102, 103 and 104 μl, respectively, and recorded the changes in the fluorescence values until they reached a steady-state. To validate the cases where we decreased the thrombin concentration in one test tube, 500 nM of *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* were added in different aliquots containing 182, 211, 250, 308 and 400 nM of thrombin and *W1* of 500 nM (for each case) in a total volume of 120, 95, 80, 65 and 50 μl respectively and the changes in the fluorescence values were recorded.

Characterizing the combined responses of two exchange networks {#SEC3-8}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To test the combined response of *Thrombin Sensor W2-O1* and *VEGF Sensor W3-O1* to different input proteins, 500 nM each of *W2* and *W3* aptamers were incubated, respectively, with different amounts of each thrombin and VEGF (0, 100, 200, 300 and 400 nM) at 25°C for 30 min to a total volume of 50 μl suspended in the reaction buffer. These mixtures were then added into 50 μl solutions containing 500 nM each of *X2Y2*, *X3Y3* and 1000 nM of *O1Z1* in the reaction buffer for a total volume of 100 μl. The changes in the fluorescence intensity were then recorded at 25°C. We followed the same protocol to measure the combined response of *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* and *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* while using the respective sensor components (*W1*, *X1Y1*, *O1Z1* for *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* and *W4*, *X4Y4*, *O2Z2* for *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2*). Because the *Z1* and *Z2* strands were labeled with FAM and HEX fluorophore dyes, FAM and HEX filters of Stratagene Mx3000P real-time thermocycler were used to measure the changes in fluorescence intensities for *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* and *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2*, respectively.

RESULTS {#SEC4}
=======

Designing and characterizing *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* {#SEC4-1}
----------------------------------------------------

To test whether the exchange process can be used to translate the concentration of an input protein into the concentration of an output DNA strand that has different sequence than the sequence of the original aptamer, we first designed *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1*. This sensor detects human α-thrombin, a serine protease that is involved in activating a coagulation cascade ([@B32]). To detect thrombin, the previously studied DNA 15-mer TBA15 (thrombin binding aptamer) ([@B33]) was modified to control the concentration of a DNA output strand (*O1*) through the transduction stage. As described in the design methods, we started with dividing the original sequence of the TBA15 aptamer into *c*, *tb* and *b* domains and added a designed 15 nucleotide *d* domain at its 5′-end that was also contained in the output strand (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We termed this modified aptamer the *W1* strand. We then designed the *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* complexes such that only *W1* interacts with the thrombin while ensuring that the free *W1* and *X1* can still interact with *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* respectively (see [Supplementary Data S2 and Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We sought to achieve a well-defined dose--response curve for the exchange process by requiring that only Reactions 1--3 govern the operation of the exchange process. That is, we sought that there be no other undesired reactions (also known as crosstalk).

The TBA15 aptamer folds into a tertiary structure, an antiparallel G-quadruplex ([@B33]). If any of the species in the cascade share sequence with the original aptamer sequence, and if these species can fold into a similar tertiary structure as the original aptamer, there might be undesired interactions between thrombin and those species. In particular, if the single-stranded *b* domain of the aptamer, which is presented by the *W1Y1* complex, binds to thrombin, the free concentration of the modified aptamer (*W1*) would not be solely determined by the *K*~d~ value of the modified aptamer, but also by the undesired reaction between the thrombin and *W1Y1* complex. Similarly, the single-stranded *c* domain of the aptamer, which is presented by the *X1* strand, should also not react with thrombin. We found that these interactions could be avoided by choosing short *b* and *c* domains such that these domains do not fold into any tertiary structures such as a G-quadruplex ([Supplementary Data S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Binding of the modified aptamer to the input protein in the recognition stage {#SEC4-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The first step in characterizing the recognition stage of *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* was to verify that only the modified aptamer, which contains the TBA15 sequence and *d* domain, binds to thrombin. To test this, a non-denaturing electrophoresis mobility shift assay (EMSA) was used, which measures the ability of thrombin to enter the gel. Thrombin can do so only when it is bound to the aptamer ([@B31]). For that, we added different concentrations of thrombin (0, 1, 2.5 and 5 μM) in the presence of 5 μM of 15-mer TBA15 (see 'Materials and Methods' section; [Supplementary Data S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Figure S2A and B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similar mixtures were made for the modified TBA15 aptamer (*W1*). In both cases, we observed visible bands in the EZBlue stained gel matrix only when both the aptamer and thrombin were present, suggesting aptamer (either TBA15 or *W1*) thrombin binding ([Supplementary Figure S2B and Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, in cases where we added higher concentrations of thrombin in the presence of a fixed concentration of either aptamer, we observed bands of increased size and intensity in the same gel matrix ([Supplementary Figure S2B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating increased aptamer--thrombin complex formation. Finally, in the SYBR Gold stained gel matrix, we observed a similar reduction in the band intensities and size with increased thrombin concentration for each aptamer ([Supplementary Figure S2A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting a reduction in the free aptamer concentration and hence higher amounts of aptamer--thrombin complex. These results qualitatively suggest that the *K*~d~ value of the modified TBA15 aptamer (*W1*) for thrombin should be close to the *K~d~* of the original 15-mer TBA15. To ensure that there are no undesired reactions in the *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1*, we tested whether other species in the exchange process such as the *b* domain of the *W1Y1* complex or the *c* domain of the *X1* strand can interact with thrombin. In the presence of either the *W1Y1* complex or *X1* strand, thrombin was not detected in the gel matrix ([Supplementary Figure S3 and Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that *b* and *c* domains alone have no significant affinity for thrombin.

As a control to show that thrombin enters the gel only when it is bound to either aptamer, we characterized the interaction of thrombin with aptamer in presence of non-aptamer DNA in the same gel matrix ([Supplementary Figure S4 and Table S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) while using the same stoichiometry as was used in [Supplementary Figures S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In free thrombin case, we did not observe any bands suggesting that thrombin alone does not enter the gel. Further, we did not observe any visible change in the band intensities of *X1* strand in the absence and presence of thrombin, suggesting the non-aptamer DNA (*X1* strand) cannot bind to thrombin ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Characterizing the transduction stage response in a protein-free environment {#SEC4-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The next goal was to characterize the response of the transduction stage, where the free aptamer interacts with a downstream complex to control the concentration of free output strand. To test what concentrations of free aptamer produce what concentrations of the output strand, the concentration of *W1* was varied while keeping the initial concentrations of *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* complexes at 100 nM each. To be able to readout the concentration of the output strand (*O1*) over the course of the reaction, a fluorophore was added to the 5′-end of the *Z1* strand (FAM unless otherwise mentioned) and a quencher to the 3′-end of the *O1* strand, which is hybridized to *Z1* when it is not free (see 'Materials and Methods' section). Therefore, the fluorescence of the mixture reflects the concentration of free *O1* at the steady-state (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplementary Data S3 and Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Input protein concentration controls output oligonucleotide concentration through the free aptamer concentration. (**A**) The equilibrium concentration of *O1* in a protein-free environment for *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* at different concentrations of *W1* while initial concentrations of *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* were 100 nM each. (**B**) The equilibrium concentration of *O1* to different concentrations of thrombin where initial concentrations of *W1*, *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* were 100 nM each. For both experiments, calibrations were used to convert the measured fluorescence intensities into *O1* concentrations (see [Supplementary Data S3 and Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The error bars here and elsewhere were determined using the standard error of the mean of three or more measured responses. Here and elsewhere, an ODE model was used to determine the response of the exchange process without and with protein ([Supplementary Data S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The reaction rates were determined using the biomolecular rate constant model of toehold-mediated strand-displacement ([@B28]) except the forward rate constant of Reaction 2 that was determined using the least-squares fitting of the measured protein free response. The aptamer-protein (*W1*-*P1*) interaction was modeled using the *K*~d~ value and forward reaction rate constant (*k*~f,1~) reported in ([@B34],[@B35]) (see [Supplementary Data S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).](gkaa405fig3){#F3}

To predict the concentration of *O1* in response to different concentrations of *W1*, the rate constants of Reactions 2 and 3 for *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* were calculated and then these rates were fed into an ODE model (see [Supplementary Data S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The simulated response predicted a higher amount of *O1* than the measured values ([Supplementary Figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This discrepancy might be caused by the G-quadruplex structure within *W1*, which can prevent *X1Y1* complex from interacting with *W1* via the *tb* domain. Such a hindrance would be expected to reduce the forward rate constant (*k*~f,2~) of Reaction 2. Such a change cannot be predicted by NUPACK, as NUPACK does not consider the energetics of tertiary structures such as the G-quadruplex.

To validate this hypothesis, we tested the operation of Reaction 2 alone. For that, the *X1Y1* complex was modified such that it has a fluorophore attached to the 5′-end of *X1* strand and a quencher molecule attached to the 3′-end of *Y1* strand (see 'Materials and Methods' section; [Supplementary Data S4 and Figure S9A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We then measured the changes in the concentration of the *X1* strand at different concentrations of *W1* in the presence of 250 nM of *X1Y1*. Using the ODE model, we found that the measured response of Reaction 2 closely followed the model data for a *k*~f,2~ value of 5 × 10^4^ M^−1^s^−1^ ([Supplementary Figure S9B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, this value is much smaller than the value calculated using the kinetic model (2.83 × 10^6^ M^−1^s^−1^). As an additional verification that this smaller rate was the correct one, a least-squares fitting method was used to determine the *k*~f,2~ value, which provided the best fit between the model data and the measured protein free response (Reactions 2 and 3) while using the rest of the rates calculated using the rate constant model (28). A close agreement between the model and the data was found when *k*~f,2~ was 6.49 × 10^4^ M^−1^s^−1^ (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Detecting different protein input concentrations {#SEC4-4}
------------------------------------------------

Having validated the operation of recognition and transduction stages of *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* separately, the next goal was to characterize the behavior of the full exchange process. In this process, an incremental change in the concentration of thrombin should incrementally reduce the amount of *O1*. These changes should be predicted by a model that incorporates the rates of the reaction involved in the transduction stage and the rates of TBA15--thrombin interaction. The rates of the TBA15--thrombin interaction in our models were taken from the literature ([@B34],[@B35]) (see [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To test that the kinetics of the cascade were consistent with the aggregate kinetics predicted by this model, we varied the thrombin concentration from 0 to 80 nM in the presence of 100 nM of each *W1*, *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* and measured the steady-state fluorescence intensities for each thrombin concentration mixture (see the standard sensing assay in 'Materials and Methods' section). The measured response was almost identical to the response predicted by the model (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Multiple tests of the exchange process produced very similar dose--response curves.

The exchange process should also be able to reliably produce predictable changes in *O1*′s concentration when the thrombin is added in smaller or in larger quantities compared to the values than those reported in Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. To verify this, we tested the response of *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* to different ranges of input thrombin concentrations. During these tests, to track the changes in the concentration of the *O1* strand accurately, different initial concentrations of the sensor components (*W1*, *X1Y1* and *O1Z1*) were used (see 'Materials and Methods' section). For each variation in the thrombin concentration, a well-predicted dose--response curve was observed ([Supplementary Figure S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

One of the main design considerations of the reaction cascade is that the free aptamer concentration should entirely control the output strand's steady-state concentration. This requires that thrombin should not interact with any other reactant of the transduction stage. To test this, the operation of the sensor was recorded in the absence of aptamer (*W1*). We observed only a negligible change in the output as a function of thrombin concentrations ([Supplementary Figure S11A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, because the thrombin stock used was dissolved in a 50% H~2~O/glycerol mix, we also tested whether such a mixture alone would shift fluorescence values. We observed no significant changes in *O1* response to the addition of different amounts of 50% H~2~O/glycerol mixture ([Supplementary Figure S11B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Detecting dynamic changes in thrombin concentration over the course of a reaction {#SEC4-5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The reversible nature of the exchange process should allow the concentration of the output strand to change in response to changes in the protein concentration by changing the output strand's steady-state concentration. To test whether such updates occur, we first characterized how the *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* responded to increases in thrombin concentration in the same test tube over the course of the reaction. For this, a mixture consisting of 500 nM *W1*, *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* each was prepared, and then thrombin was added to a final concentration of 100 nM to the mixture. The change in the fluorescence was then measured (see dynamics sensing assay in 'Materials and Methods' section). More thrombin was then added in such a manner that the final concentration of thrombin in the mixture reached 200 nM. The output fluorescence decreased after thrombin was added, and decreased each time after more thrombin was added in steps up to a final concentration of 400 nM (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Exchange process can dynamically modulate the output concentration in response to dynamic changes in the protein input concentration over the course of a reaction. Measured fluorescence values of *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* as a function of thrombin concentration that was either increased or decreased over the course of a single pot reaction through the addition of thrombin or dilution of sensor components, respectively (see dynamic sensing assay in 'Materials and Methods' section). These responses are compared with measurements where for each thrombin concentration a separate mixture was made (standard sensing assay in 'Materials and Methods' section) while maintaining the same volume and molarity of thrombin and sensor components as in the dynamic sensing case (see 'Materials and Methods' section). (**A**) To test how the reversible exchange process responds to increases in thrombin concentration, *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* at 500 nM each were mixed and then 500 nM of *W1* was added. This is followed by the addition of small volumes of thrombin from a concentrated stock in steps to increase thrombin concentration such that the sensor components\' concentration was not significantly altered because of the dilution (see 'Materials and Methods' section). (**B**) To test how the exchange process responds to decreases in thrombin concentration, 500 nM of *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* were mixed and then added 500 nM of *W1* followed by 400 nM of thrombin (first step). To reduce the thrombin concentration without altering the concentration of sensor components, this mixture was diluted by adding a fixed volume from a stock of sensor components containing \[*W1*\] = \[*X1Y1*\] = \[*O1Z1*\] = 500 nM several times.](gkaa405fig4){#F4}

To determine whether the exchange process can also respond to decreases in the thrombin concentration, a mixture consisting of 500 nM *W1*, *X1Y1* and *O1Z1* species each was prepared to which 400 nM of thrombin was added. To decrease the concentration of the thrombin without changing the effective concentration of the sensor components (*W1*, *X1Y1* and *O1Z1*), a mixture containing 500 nM of the sensor components was added such that the final concentration of thrombin in the mixture was 308 nM while the sensor components remained at 500 nM (see dynamics sensing assay in 'Materials and Methods' section). The fluorescence value was increased after dilution. This was followed by further dilution steps that decreased the thrombin concentration to 250, 211 and then 108 nM, which resulted in a significant increase in the fluorescence value (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

In the standard protein sensing assay, where different concentrations of thrombin were tested in different aliquots, the same reaction volume was used in each aliquot. This allowed us to use a single calibration curve to convert the measured fluorescent signal into the concentration of *O1* (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Data S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the dynamic sensing case (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), a single calibration curve could not be used to find the changes in concentration of signal from the change in fluorescence because of the final volume of the reaction mixture was different (due to the dilution step) for each thrombin concentration. In the instrument that we used in this work to record the fluorescence signal (Stratagene Mx3000P thermocycler), the volume changes the conversion between these two quantities. Therefore, to determine whether the changes in fluorescence after dilution indicated that the exchange process reached the expected equilibrium, for each of the measured values performed above, we prepared mixtures of the sensor components (at 500 nM each) and thrombin such that the final concentration of all the species involved in the exchange process was the same as in the above experiments. For each thrombin concentration, a separate mixture was made by following the standard protein sensing assay (see 'Materials and Methods' section). The fluorescence measurements of these mixtures were consistent with those achieved through either the addition of more thrombin or more sensor components, indicating that the dynamic response of the system shifted the concentration of the output strand to its new equilibrium concentration, as designed (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Producing identical DNA outputs using different aptamers or a different input protein {#SEC4-6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The modular design of the exchange process suggests that it should be straightforward to design new exchange processes that can produce an output strand of the same sequence as *O1* in response either to a different input protein or that uses a totally different aptamer in the recognition stage compared to *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1*. To demonstrate this capacity of the exchange process, we designed *Thrombin Sensor W2-O1* that detects thrombin concentrations but does so using the DNA 29-mer DNA TBA29 to target thrombin, and *VEGF Sensor W3-O1* that detects the concentration of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) protein. Unlike TBA15 that binds to thrombin at its fibrinogen exosite and inhibits thrombin catalytic action to promote clotting, DNA aptamer TBA29 binds at the heparin exosite of thrombin with a *K*~d~ value of 0.5 nM ([@B36]) without alerting thrombin's catalytic activity ([@B37]). The *VEGF Sensor W3-O1* used a 25-mer 3R02 DNA aptamer that binds to VEGF at its receptor-binding domain with a *K*~d~ value of 0.3 nM ([@B38],[@B39]). Similar design guidelines were used to design these new exchange processes as mentioned earlier (see 'Design' Section and [Supplementary Data S2 and S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To produce the same DNA output strand (*O1*) from *Thrombin Sensor W2-O1* and *VEGF Sensor W3-O1* as in *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1*, the sequence of the *d* domain that was added in modified TBA29 and 3R02 aptamers was the same as the sequence added to create the modified TBA15 for *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* (see [Supplementary Tables S3, S7 and S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Similar to *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1*, we first characterized the protein-free response of the *Thrombin Sensor W2-O1* and *VEGF Sensor W3-O1* at different concentrations of *W2* and *W3* respectively ([Supplementary Figure S12A and B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To model these exchange processes, we calculated the reaction rate constants for each exchange process and then used these values in the ODE model to determine the sensor response (see [Supplementary Data S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The predicted response did not match the measured response in either case ([Supplementary Figure S12A and B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since the aptamers used by these new processes have tertiary structures, the forward rate constants (*k*~f,2~) that control the interaction rates between the respective aptamer and *XY* complex might be reduced as was observed for *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1*. Therefore, we used the least-squares fitting method to find the best fit for a *k*~f,2~ value at which the model data follow the protein-free measured response of each sensor ([Supplementary Figure S12C and D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We then measured the responses of *Thrombin Sensor W2-O1* and *VEGF Sensor W3-O1* separately to different concentrations of their respective input proteins (Thrombin or VEGF) and in the presence of respective sensor components (*W2*, *X2Y2*, *O1Z1* or *W3*, *X3Y3*, *O1Z1*) (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, respectively). For each exchange process, the measured *O1* concentrations were then compared with the predicted response using the same rates that were used to model the protein-free responses ([Supplementary Figure S12C and D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Supplementary Data S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A close agreement between the measured and predicted response for each exchange process can be seen in Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. By changing the concentrations of the sensor components, we were also able to change the dynamic range of *O1* in response to a set of smaller and larger protein concentrations ([Supplementary Figures S13 and S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) compared to Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}.

![Different exchange processes can translate the concentrations of different input proteins into the same oligonucleotide output or the same protein into concentrations of different oligonucleotide outputs. The steady-state concentration of the output strand (*O1*) for (**A**) *Thrombin Sensor W2-O1* in response to different concentrations of thrombin where \[*W2*\] = \[*X2Y2*\] = \[*O1Z1*\] = 100 nM. (**B**) The concentration of the output strand of *VEGF Sensor W3-O1* in response to different concentrations of VEGF where \[*W3*\] = \[*X3Y3*\] = \[*O1Z1*\] = 100 nM. The *Thrombin Sensor W2-O1* used a modified TBA29 DNA aptamer that binds to thrombin ([@B23]) while *VEGF Sensor W3-O1* used a modified 3R02 DNA aptamer that binds to VEGF ([@B38],[@B39]). Even though these exchange processes detect different proteins, they can still produce the same DNA output strand (*O1*) in response to the input proteins. For kinetic modeling of the recognition stage for each exchange process (modified TBA29-thrombin and modified 3R02-VEGF), the *K*~d~ value and forward reaction rate constant (*k*~f,1~) of the original TBA29 ([@B23],[@B36]) and 3R02 aptamers ([@B38],[@B39]) were taken from the literature. The rates of the reactions involved in the transduction stage were determined in an analogous manner similar to the rates of the reactions involved in the transduction stage of the *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* (see [Supplementary Data S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (**C** and **D**) *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* used the same unmodified DNA aptamer (TBA15) but different *W*, *XY* and *OZ* species (*W4*, *X4Y4* and *O2Z2*) than *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1*. This distinction allowed to *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* to modulate the concentration of the *O2* strand from *Sensor W4-O2*, which has no sequence relation to the *O1* output of *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* ([Supplementary Tables S3 and S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (**C**) The concentration of *O2* present in response to different concentrations of the *W4* strand, where the concentrations of *X4Y4* and *O2Z2* are each 100 nM. (**D**) The response of the *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* to different concentrations of thrombin for \[*W4*\] = \[*X4*\] = \[*O2Z2*\] = 100 nM. The recognition and the transduction stages of *Sensor W4-O2* were modeled in a manner to how the reactions of the *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* were modeled (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Data S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For both experiments, calibrations were used to convert the measured fluorescence intensities into *O1* concentrations (see [Supplementary Data S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; Figures S5 and S6).](gkaa405fig5){#F5}

Constructing exchange processes with a distinct output signal {#SEC4-7}
-------------------------------------------------------------

So far, all the exchange processes produced the same output strand *O1* in response to different protein concentrations, irrespective of aptamers used to detect different proteins. As a next step, we sought to build an alternative exchange process that controlled the concentration of an output strand with a different sequence (*O2*) than *O1* strand but did so in response to the same input protein (thrombin) using the aptamer binding partner (TBA15) in *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1*. This was achieved by adding a different *d* domain sequence to the TBA15 aptamer ([Supplementary Tables S3 and S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While designing the component of *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2*, similar design guidelines were followed as those used to design the *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* (see 'Design' section, [Supplementary Data S2 and S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

A similar approach was followed to characterize and predict the response of *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* as mentioned for the other exchanges processes. The protein-free response of *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* is shown in Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, which was used to compute *k*~f,2~ while the other rates of the transduction stage were calculated in a similar manner to those for the other cascades ([Supplementary Data S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The measured response of *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* closely agreed with the predicted response over different ranges of thrombin concentrations (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figure S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these experiments demonstrate a route to designing a method for translating an input protein concentration into an oligonucleotide output concentration where the input protein and the sequence of oligonucleotide output can be chosen independently.

Simultaneous detection of different proteins and control of the concentrations of different DNA oligonucleotide outputs {#SEC4-8}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One of the advantages of using DNA aptamers and strand-displacement reactions in the exchange process is that DNA aptamers can bind both to the specific proteins and the complementary DNA strands with high specificity. The sequence-specific interactions in the transduction stage make the exchange process operation modular. Because of these attributes, one would expect that these exchange process should operate in a similar manner when operated individually or concurrently. To determine whether this is the case, we sought to characterize multiple exchange processes in a single pot reaction to see whether (i) each process could translate the concentration of different input proteins into a common output signal (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) or (ii) the same input protein could control the concentrations into different output signals (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

To test the sensor architecture shown in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, where two different protein inputs control the same oligonucleotide output, we tested the responses of *Thrombin Sensor W2-O1* and *VEGF Sensor W3-O1*. These sensors detect thrombin and VEGF receptively, and produce the same oligonucleotide output *O1*. For simplicity, both the input proteins were varied by equal amounts while measuring their combined response (see 'Materials and Methods' section). As both of these processes use the *O1Z1* complex in the transduction stage, it was not possible to track the concentration of the output strands of each process separately. As a solution, we relied on our mathematical model to estimate the amounts of *O1* produced by each exchange process (see [Supplementary Data S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The predicted individual and combined responses and the measured combined response of *Sensor W2-O1* and *W3-O1* are shown in Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. The predicted response of the combined exchange processes followed the measured response closely, suggesting that the two exchange processes work almost independently, and that the model can correctly interpret the concentration of the two input proteins simultaneously and predict the output (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![A single output or different outputs can be modulated concurrently in response to different proteins or the same protein, respectively. *Thrombin Sensor W2-O1 and VEGF Sensor W3-O1* detect thrombin and VEGF, respectively. Both sensors modulate the concentrations of the same output strand (*O1*) while *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* and *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* both detect thrombin, and modulate the concentrations of different output strands (*O1* and *O2*, respectively). (**A**) *Thrombin Sensor W2-O1* and *VEGF Sensor W3-O1* were tested concurrently for \[*W2*\] = \[*W3*\] = \[*X2Y2*\] = \[*X3Y3*\] = 100 nM and \[*O1Z1*\] = 200 nM using different amounts of thrombin and VEGF (0--80 nM) each. As a control, individual responses of each exchange process were determined in the presence of the respective sensor components (\[*W2*\] = \[*X2Y2*\] = \[*O1Z1*\] = 100 nM or \[*W3*\] = \[*X3Y3*\] = \[*O1Z1*\] = 100 nM) at different input protein concentrations. The combined response of the exchange processes was modeled using an ODE model that uses the same rates that were used to model the individual sensors (see [Supplementary Data S1 and S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (**B**) Likewise, the combined response of *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* (*Z1* strand labeled with FAM fluorophore) and *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* (*Z2* strand labeled with HEX fluorophore) was measured in the presence of \[*W1*\] = \[*W4*\] = \[*X1Y1*\] = \[*X4Y4*\] = \[*O1Z1*\] = \[*O2Z2*\] = 100 nM and compared with the individual responses of each exchange process at 100 nM concentration of the respective sensor components (\[*W1*\] = \[*X1Y1*\] = \[*O1Z1*\] = 100 nM or \[*W4*\] = \[*X4Y4*\] = \[*O2Z2*\] = 100 nM). While testing the combined operation of *Sensor W1-O1* and *Sensor W4-O2* in the same test tube, we added twice the amount of thrombin compared to the case where we tested *Sensor W1-O1* and *Sensor W4-O2* separately. A separate calibration was used to convert the measured fluorescence intensities into *O2* concentrations (see [Supplementary Data S3 and Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).](gkaa405fig6){#F6}

We finally sought to examine the operation of two exchange processes together that can accurately reflect changes in the concentration of the same input proteins in the concentrations of two different DNA output strands with different sequences (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For this, we tested the operation of *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* and *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* that target the same input protein (thrombin) using the same original aptamer (TBA15) but modulate the concentrations, respectively, of *O1* and *O2* strands in response. Because these processes use different *OZ* complexes in the transduction stage, the output of each process was tracked separately using different fluorophore molecules attached to the respective *Z* strand (see 'Materials and Methods' section).

In this new arrangement, *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* used the HEX fluorophore dye rather than the previous design where FAM fluorophore dye was used. This required characterizing *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* with HEX fluorophore dye again for different input protein concentrations similarly as was done for *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* with FAM fluorophore dye (see [Supplementary Data S3 and Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A separate calibration measurement was used to convert the measured fluorescence values into concentrations (see [Supplementary Data S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Subsequently, *Thrombin Sensor W1-O1* and *Thrombin Sensor W4-O2* were tested together in a single pot reaction in the presence of thrombin that was twice the amount of the cases wherein the response of the individual process was recorded (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The combined measured response remained close to the values observed for the individual responses of each sensor. These results demonstrate that the recognition stage of each exchange processes detects only the target protein and does this using the modular transduction stages, which can accurately pass the information to a single output or different outputs.

DISCUSSION {#SEC5}
==========

In this paper, we constructed a sensing mechanism that produces a DNA oligonucleotide in exchange for an input protein *in situ*. The spontaneous interaction of DNA aptamers with specific proteins and their interactions with complementary DNA strands enabled the exchange processes to quickly produce outputs in the form of DNA strands that reflect the concentrations of the inputs. The sequences of the output strands can be chosen by design in a manner almost independent of choosing the sensing proteins. This independence is achieved by using a series of toehold-mediated strand-displacement reactions that provide enough freedom to select the sequence of the output DNA oligonucleotide. Moreover, the fast, reversible nature of the cascade reactions allowed detection not only of the rise but also of the fall a protein's concentration within minutes. By appropriately choosing the initial concentrations of the sensor components, the dynamic range of the output was controlled as a function of the input. Additional control of the output dynamics of exchange processes can be achieved by placing the quencher and fluorophore molecules at the 5′-end of *Z* and 3′-end of *O* strands, respectively.

Over the past decade, a significant effort has resulted in various detection assays, which are immunosorbent (ELISA) ([@B1],[@B2]), immunoprecipitated ([@B40]), electrochemical ([@B41]), mass spectrometric ([@B3],[@B4]), plasmonic ([@B44],[@B45]), Raman ([@B46]) and fluorescence labeling ([@B47]), that allowed to detect several different types of proteins and produce a readable signal in response. However, these efforts were primarily focused on improving the detection limit and did not address the challenge of performing real-time *in situ* readouts. Moreover, in these assays, the biochemical process used to detect the protein often results in the destruction of the sample. Because of these features, such assays cannot be used for real-time protein detection in a biochemical process. Our method is designed to be a solution-phase chemical circuit that can be operating *in situ* to produce an output that is a specific DNA strand sequence that could be used to drive other downstream processes.

This operation is achieved by adding additional sequences (*d* domain) in the original sequence of the aptamer that allowed to couple the recognition and transduction stages effectively. We found that adding this sequence to the aptamers we tested did not significantly increase the aptamers' *K*~d~ value. A low *K*~d~ value is desired to ensure that the concentration of free aptamer changes significantly with the changes in the protein concentration. By adding a new reaction in the transduction stage, an output strand that is completely independent of the *d* domain can be produced ([Supplementary Figure S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Improved detection sensitivity might be achieved by employing *in situ* amplification techniques ([@B48],[@B49]). However, such changes would likely significantly decrease the speed with which the circuit could track changes in protein concentration.

One of the limitations of our approach is the need for a DNA aptamer that can reversibly bind to the protein molecule of interest with high affinity and selectivity. In recent years, there has been significant progress toward the development of new aptamers to target a wide variety of proteins ([@B50]); therefore, the use of DNA aptamers as affinity regent suggests a pathway to extend this scheme for detecting other relevant molecules. More importantly, DNA aptamers are relatively stable at room temperature compared to RNA aptamers/antibodies, and because of this, there is a growing interest in developing DNA aptamer-based sensing assays ([@B54],[@B55]). The use of molecular circuits can help to address some of the limitation such as off-target binding by combining the output of multiple sensors in a logical combination to identify a particular profile. This new generation of detection assays promises rapid progress toward developing stable and adaptable sensing mechanisms.

To model these exchange processes accurately, a modeling framework was developed wherein the rates of the reactions involved in the transduction stage were calculated, and further optimization through experiment or least-squares fitting was done to precisely model the protein free response. Using these rates, for each exchange process, we demonstrated that the model can accurately predict the output for a given change in the input. Note that our modeling approach requires the *K*~d~ value to model the aptamer--protein interaction, and for that we relied on the values reported in the literature for the original aptamers. However, as we have modified the original aptamers by adding a *d* domain, this modification might result in decreasing the affinity (higher *K*~d~ values) of the modified aptamers with the respective proteins. Because the predicted responses closely agreed with the measured responses for a wide range of initial conditions, it can be inferred that the *K*~d~ values for the modified aptamers should be in the same order as for the original aptamers. To test this, we varied the *K*~d~ value for each exchange process in an incremental order while keeping the other rates fixed and found a significant mismatch between the predicted response and the measured response when the *K*~d~ value was increased by a factor of five (see [Supplementary Figure S17](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We have demonstrated how our approach can be easily extended to detect multiple proteins simultaneously. By exploiting the high specificity of aptamers and modular operation of the strand-displacement cascade, we were able to construct exchange processes that can produce not only the same DNA output strand in the presence of two different proteins, but also different DNA output strands in response to the same protein concurrently. An alternative scheme can be implemented to produce two different outputs in response to different input proteins (see [Supplementary Figure S18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Such a multiplexed operation will be relevant in biomedical applications similar to recent work by Pierce and Dirks ([@B48],[@B49]) where *in situ* hybridization chain reaction was used to create complex reaction cascades that provided a new platform for therapeutic interventions ([@B56],[@B57]).

Each exchange process we designed works well separately and concurrently in a predictable manner, suggesting a robust and reliable operation of these processes and suggesting how the strategy we developed may be adopted to target other proteins or other biologically relevant molecules for which aptamers are available. Finally, the relative simplicity of this approach inspires its integration into more complex biochemical systems capable of molecular computing while detecting multiple inputs simultaneously and processing them to produce a diverse set of output responses in a manner similar to cellular signaling networks.
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